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 Non-proliferation goals
◦ Prevent the spread of nuclear weapons technology/capability to NNWS
◦ Demand side/supply side

 Multilateral export controls
◦ International guidelines
◦ National implementation

 Obstacles
◦ Technical

 changes in technology – updates to Trigger lists
 Main technical challenges to enforcement faced at state-level

◦ Political
 Main political challenges faced at multilateral level
 Membership, legitimacy, procedure, rules/guidelines

Non-Proliferation: Supply Side Tools
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 Membership
◦ Who gets to be in the club vs who should be in the club

 Procedures
◦ Secret

 Rules
◦ More like guidelines
◦ All informal and voluntary except UNSCR1540
◦ No enforcement mechanisms

 Legitimacy
◦ In international law
◦ Big powers vs NAM

Challenges
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 Quebec Agreement and Combined Development 
Trust 
◦ Part of political deal with Britain to gain access to the 

Belgian Congo and bring UK based scientists back into 
Manhattan project

 Early nuclear trade and the IAEA
◦ State level assurances and safeguards
◦ International safeguards to take over from state

 Ottawa Group
◦ First abortive attempt to form a suppliers group with 

harmonised export controls

Export Controls in the International 
Non-Proliferation Regime
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 Nonproliferation Treaty, 1968

 Article III – covered safeguards and export 
controls

Export Controls in the International 
Non-Proliferation Regime
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 Article III
 2. Each State Party to the Treaty undertakes not 

to provide: (a) source or special fissionable 
material, or (b) equipment or material especially 
designed or prepared for the processing, use or 
production of special fissionable material, to any 
non-nuclear-weapon State for peaceful purposes, 
unless the source or special fissionable material 
shall be subject to the safeguards required by this 
Article.
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 IAEA Safeguards
◦ Important part of multilateral export controls
◦ Called on by Zangger and NSG explicitly
◦ Closest to enforcement NPT or multilateral export controls 

get
◦ Condition of supply
◦ Full scope safeguards (FSSG) and Additional Protocol
◦ Enforcement

 IAEA has greater legitimacy and widespread acceptance 
 But does article III require full scope safeguards for non-

parties?

Export Controls in the International 
Non-Proliferation Regime
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 Zangger Committee
◦ Role: To clarify terms of NPT Art III
◦ Requirements: Trigger list, peaceful use, safeguards

 Nuclear Suppliers Group
◦ Role: To harmonise export controls of main supplier states with the 

aim of preventing proliferation
◦ Requirements: Trigger list – Zangger and Dual Use, FSSG (since 

1990s), 
 UN Security Council Resolution 1540
◦ Role: to criminalize spreading nuclear weapons technology to non-

state actors
◦ Requirements: efficient and effective export controls, border 

security etc

Export Controls in the International 
Non-Proliferation Regime
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 Zangger Committee
◦ Originally 15 main supplier states
◦ Informal group of most interested

 NSG
◦ Originally 7, growing to 15 in 1970s
◦ Invitation of United States (included France & Soviet Union)
◦ Expansion since 1990s, not all suppliers are members, not all members are 

suppliers (but some members are important transhipment states)

 UNSCR1540
◦ All UN states
◦ Committee with rotating membership

Membership
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 Zangger
◦ Annual Returns confidential among members

 NSG
◦ Early meetings deliberately secret
◦ Transparency efforts
◦ 1997 outreach – no ‘secret meetings’ and no ‘blacklist’
◦ Makes decisions by consensus

 UNSCR1540
◦ Security Council initiative
◦ Committee – changes annually
◦ Emphasis on helping states comply through technical assistance

Procedure
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 Zangger
◦ Not legally binding, despite basis in NPT
◦ Interpretation of guidelines not always accepted

 Heavy Water – included in NPT Art III? 

 NSG
◦ Gentleman’s agreement only
◦ National interpretation

 Russian deal with India (China/Pakistan) based on ‘exception’ – loose 
interpretation? 

 US-India deal – to prevent proliferation or assist trade?
 Non-proliferation principle – subjectivity at the discretion of states

 UNSCR1540
◦ No definition of ‘efficient’ or ‘effective’ 
◦ How to define compliance?

Rules/Guidelines
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 Zangger Committee
◦ Informal, ‘Understandings’ making no claims to legal basis
◦ Interpretations not universally accepted (esp FSSG)

 NSG
◦ Secrecy
◦ Nuclear trade cartel
◦ Hampered diplomacy efforts, played out in NPT RevCons

 UNSCR1540
◦ UN Security Council
◦ Challenges to SC dictating national legislation

 Legitimacy – lack of can be used as excuse for noncompliance

Legitimacy
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 Trigger lists
 Export licensing
 Border control
 Intelligence

 Expensive, technically difficult
 UNSCR1540 Committee offers assistance

 No multilateral assessment of compliance, no 
multilateral method of enforcement
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Implementation



 Political expediency trumps technical considerations
 Lack of perceived legitimacy both undermines regimes 

and gives states a way to avoid compliance
 Enforcement is contingent almost entirely upon national 

measures, which are only taken once the political battle to 
implement has been won

 Strengthening enforcement at the multilateral level means 
strengthening the legitimacy of the multilateral export 
controls regimes, through membership, procedures and 
the guidelines.

Conclusions
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The Problem
• Iranian and North Korean programmes advancing with 

the help of illicit procurement 

• Other issues with illicit procurement (military goods etc.)

3rd North Korean 
Nuclear Test Feb 

2013

North Korean rocket 
tests April, December 

2012.

Iranian nuclear and 
missile programmes 

progressing



Difficulties for Industry and National 
Authorities

• Risk is difficult for industry to mitigate:

– Goods are difficult to classify (goods not always controlled!)

– Due-diligence isn’t easy

– The risks are not obvious!

• Governments can’t always get it right!

– Imperfect information on their side

– Burdened in a time of economic austerity (limited resources)

– Liable for risk through the licensing process

Present some conclusions from our research at KCL -  A 
way forward in mitigating risks!



Compliance ≠ Proliferation Resistance

• Compliance is a legal issue

– Compliant with the legislation or not 

• Proliferation-resistance entails a more holistic 
approach to the risks associated with illicit 
procurement

• Main conclusions:

– Non-proliferation industry focused engagement is 
needed to efficiently mitigate proliferation risks

– Focused engagement also will mitigate general 
non-compliance risks



Project Alpha Outreach 
(July 2011 – present)

• UK government-sponsored project
• Facilitator
• Focusing on ‘proliferation-resistance’; 

not merely compliance (not the same)
• Different levels of engagement 

– Individual (interviews and discussion) 
– Trade fairs
– Group (Trade associations)
– Group (KCL organised seminars)

• Numbers of companies engaged
– 300 + (since August 2011)
– Different industrial sectors and products
– Importance of Defence Nuclear and 

Aerospace (DNA)



Existing Levels of Knowledge and Good 
Practice

• Existing knowledge and practices are good, where...

– Companies  have access to resources (time & money)

– Senior management are engaged 

– The need for compliance is obvious (goods & legal)

– Typically larger Defence, Nuclear and Aerospace firms 
(DNA)



Case Study I

• Knowledge and good practice... 
unfortunately – where there has been bad 
experience ... 

• Example 1: 

– Firm X contacted by the national authority – ‘your 
carbon fibre was transhipped to Iran’

– Order made in good faith to distributer in Turkey

– Transhipped on to Iran

– Of use in nuclear programme (centrifuges) missile 
programme, or in military applications

500km land border



Case Study II

• Example 2: 

– Firm Y discussion with the national authority – ‘orders for your 
electronic components from 16 different countries including 
those with strong export controls, likely originated in Iran’

– Countries such as UAE, Hong Kong, US, Switzerland

– Mostly orders from distributors  

Orders received 



Case Study III

• Example 3: 

–UK fluid control product company 

–Unknown middle man requested a valve for use in Chinese 
civil facility (unusual, company dissatisfied)

–Site visit – introduced to ‘Tiger’ found their product in plant

–Had been procured from UK distributer (no license obtained)

–Safety issues? 

• Key issue: How to disseminate an understanding of the 
risks and commitment to mitigate them to the parts of 
industry that matter before they have a bad experience



• Not the larger firms – so where? 

• Typical risk? 

– Small firm (<100)

– Produces goods of concern

• Nuclear industry supply chain?

– Not obvious risk associated with the goods (raw materials?)

– One person or less working on compliance (part-time)

– Product range (few controlled goods / few orders)

– Limited exports (new to exports?)

But obviously not limited to this profile 

Where is the Risk? 



Targeted Outreach

• Targeted – to the sectors which matter!

– Carbon fibre, Alloys, Nuclear, Control 
Systems, Electronics, Defence, Valves and 
flow systems, Consultancy, Machine Tools

• Sector-specific

– Elements specific to different industrial 
sectors

– This is important for  future best practice 
guidance

• Project at KCL is filling this gap in the market

– Carbon Fibre, Alloys , Civil Nuclear, 
Electronics



Leveraging the Supply Chain

• Where do these risk firms supply into? 

Defence Nuclear and Aerospace 

How to leverage this?

• Ask DNA to reiterate the importance of mitigating risk

• Ask DNA to assist smaller companies to mitigate risk

• Tangible way to do this?

REPUTATIONAL RISK IS BROADER THAN LEGAL RISK



Partnerships & Dialogue
• The Concept:

– Companies sign up to become a ‘partner’; demonstrate commitment to 
proliferation-resistant compliance

– Still developing the concept at KCL 

– Planned roll-out nationwide in 2013 (with UK Govt support)

• Benefits for industry: 

– Greater understanding of risks (illustrated using open sources)
e.g. UK govt does not name countries

– Demonstrate commitment (good for reputation)

– Understand the commitment of your business partners

• For government:

– Greater understanding where risks are

– Getting to know industry (capabilities)

• For non-proliferation:

Less illicit procurement; programmes slow down? More time for diplomacy?



Partnerships against Proliferation
• Maintain a trade compliance system that initiates appropriate action when: 

– The technology to be exported is controlled 

– The exporter knows, suspects, or has been informed that the export is destined for a WMD program 

– That a party to the export is a designated entity 

• Ensure that key business partners, including distributors, subsidiaries, and agents, 
implement best-practice compliance systems; 

• Conduct background checks on customers using open source material and terminate 
business deals with entities of proliferation concern; 

• Share suspicious enquires & counter actions with government agencies and the private 
sector (through Project Alpha, if necessary); 

• Train all relevant staff against a trade compliance competence framework; 

• Implement measures to protect the intangible technology (such as design information) 
associated with proliferation-sensitive goods or processes; 



Formalising Professional Development

• Current ways to build knowledge (UK)

– BIS Training Sessions 

– External Providers (Cranfield University)

– Consultancies

– NB. These are largely compliance based rather than non-proliferation-
based

– KCL project training on WMD concerns

• Something to rationalise this? 

• Competency framework 

– Recognition of achievement (recognised levels)

– Structured training

• Focus on professional development

– Provides an incentive and structure



Why are Industry Interested?
• Risks

– Non-compliance Risks 

• Legal risks (imprisonment)

• Financial risks (fines)

• Reputational risks

– Risk of being involved in proliferation

• Reputational risk

• Financial risk (loss of business / blacklisting)

• Incentives

– Corporate social responsibility

– A safer nuclear future 

– The future of the nuclear industry as a whole



Summary
• Legal compliance ≠ non-proliferation 

• Private sector engagement is important

• Partnerships are the way forward on this

• Use supply chain leverages

• Drivers and incentives

• Some ways to take this forward

– Formal partnerships

– Professional development

www.kcl.ac.uk/alpha 

Thank you!

http://www.antiproliferation.com/
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